By JOHN CONLISK
Consider the difference equation system yt=b+Ayt-i; where yt is an nXl variable vector, b is an nXl constant vector and A is an nXn constant matrix. The fundamental necessary and sufficient stability condition for the system is /x(^)< 1, where [J.(A) is the modulus of the characteristic root of A of largest modulus. That is, IJ.(A) is the spectral radius of A, so-called because all roots of A lie on or within a circle of radius ix(A) in the complex plane.
There exists a class of scalar real-valued functions of matrices called matrix norms; and any matrix norm/(y4) has the property iJ^(A)<f(A). Hence a sufficient stability condition for yt=b+Ayi.i is f(A)<l, where/(.) is any matrix norm function. The condition is also sufficient for existence and uniqueness of the equilibrium yt=(I-A)~^b. The advantage of demonstrating existence, uniqueness, and stability through a norm f (A) rather than through the spectral radius IJI. (A) itself is that many norms are far easier to compute than iJi(A). The disadvantage is that the sufficient condition f(A) < 1 may be far stronger than necessary.
Though the economic literature has exploited leading special cases of the f(A) < 1 condition, more emphasis on the general case seems appropriate. Section I reviews matrix norm theory, presents the basic f(A) < 1 condition, and relates it to existing stability results in the economic literature. The following sections extend the basic result to cover other contexts-structural systems, distributed lags and periodic coefficients.
I. MATRIX NORMS AND STABILITY
We know the system yt=b+Ayt.i has unique stable equilibrium if A=0. Intuitively, we would guess that yt-b+Ayt-i will still be stable if the "magnitude" of A doesn't depart too far from zero. A matrix norm is a scalar measure of "magnitude" which makes this intuition precise. By definition (Lancaster [4] 
chapter 6):
A matrix norm is a real-valued scalar function/of a square matrix such that/satisfies the following four axioms, where A and B are any nXn matrices, (i) f(A) > 0 with equality holding if and only if A=0; (ii)/(c^) = | c |/(^)for any scalar c; (iii)
The basic norm theorem for our purposes is the following. Throughout, n(.) will denote "spectral radius of". Scalars and matrix elements may be complex, unless otherwise noted. (1) ix(A)<f(A) where/(.) is a matrix norm. Since (1) is central to the paper, a proof will be reproduced; for the rest, existing proofs will just be cited. Following Lancaster [4, p. 201] , let A be a characteristic root of A of maximum modulus with characteristic vector x; and let A^ be the square matrix Ax=(x, 0,...,0). Then tJ-(A) = \ X\; Ax=\x; AAx='KAx; and, using axioms (i), (ii) and (iii).
<f(A)f(A,)/f(A,)=f(A).
Result (1) These are all far easier to compute than /i(/4); hence the usefulness of the/(y4)< 1 stability condition.
The following theorem (Lancaster [4] p. 198) indicates how to generate an infinite number of new matrix norms, given one norm. ,,.
If/(^) is a matrix norm, then g(A)=f(P-^AP) is a matrix *• -* norm for any non-singular matrix P. Many practical applications of (3) involve a diagonal P, which keeps computations simple. Using a diagonal P amounts to changing the units of measure of jj in yt=b+Ayt-i (Fisher [3] ). When P is not diagonal, (3) is interesting because it shows that norms need not be functions only of the absolute values of elements of A, as in all the preceding examples.
We can now interpret some prominent stability results in the economic literature as special cases of the f(A) < 1 stability condition (2). The column (row) sum stability condition was developed in the economic literature by Solow, Fisher [2, 3] , and others; and it can be found in the mathematical literature (only slightly disguised) in some matrix texts (Varga [6, chapter 2] for example). The column (row) sum condition states that yt=b+Ayt-i is stable if, for some diagonal P, the matrix P~^AP has all column (row) sums (of element absolute values) less than one. Thus, the column (row) sum stability condition is equivalent to the norm condition/(/4)< 1 when f (A)=g(P-^AP) and g(.) is the column (row) sum norm. In the literature, this column (row) sum stability condition is usually stated in the context of a non-negative A, in which case the condition is necessary as well as sufficient (Fisher [3] or Varga [6, Theorem 2.2]).
The dominant diagonal stability condition, which is prominent in the economic literature (Bear [1] for example), is also a special case of the norm condition/(^) < 1; since, as Fisher [3, p. 447] points out, the dominant diagonal condition and column (row) sum condition are equivalent.
An important procedure for generating matrix norms is to "induce" them from "vector norms". By definition:
A vector norm is a real-valued, scalar function F of a vector such that When the matrix A partitions conveniently, the following result is useful. It was not found in the literature, but its proof is straightforward enough to be omitted.
Let/(.) be a matrix norm having the property/()/() whenever 0<y4<J?; let g(.) be any matrix norm; and let A partition into square blocks Atj. Then h(A) is a matrix norm, (5) where
KA)=f

II. APPLICATION TO STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
Often it is more convenient to deal with a structural system yt= d+Byt+Cyt_i than with the reduced form system yt=b-{-Ayi_i^ where b = (I-B)-'-danAA = (I-B) 
III. APPLICATIONS TO DISTRIBUTED LAGS
The main result of this section is as follows.
A sufficient condition for the existence, uniqueness and stability of equilibrium of the system
(7) yt kyty: is f(A{)+ • • • +f(A^)<l, where/(.) is a matrix norm such that
Again, the stability condition is easily checked for the simpler norms. It is known that the distributed lag model can be rewritten as a first order system with matrix Thus, to prove result (7), it suffices to show that I,J(Aj)<l implies KA)<1 ) To establish this implication, construct the function h(A)=g(P-^XP), where P is a kXk diagonal matrix, g is the row sum norm, and A'is the' kXk matrix gotten by replacing the fc^ blocks of y4 by their/-norms. By (3) and (5)
, h(A) is a norm. Since f(I) = I, P-^XP writes out as
We are given that I!y/(^,)< 1. It is possible to choose Pi>P2> •> Pfc > 0 such that 1ijf(Aj)pilPj < 1. With such a choice, it can be seen that the row sums ofP-^ZP are all less than one. Thus, h(A)=g(P-^XP)<l, which implies ix(A) < 1, which completes the proof. A useful way of looking at result (7) is in terms of the scalar distributed lag equation [1] for example). Hence result (7) tells us that we can establish the stability of the ^-equation system by reducing it to a non-negative-coefficient scalar equation (8) and checking the stability of this reduced equation.
It is well known that this equation is stable if and only if/(^i)H h f(Ak)<l (Theorem 1 in Bear
Bear [1] has pointed out the importance to economic theory of knowing whether the stability of a model holds up under an equilibriuminvariant retiming of the lags. For example, suppose the system yt= b+Aiyt-i+Azyt-z is stable. The question is whether systems like the following, which have the same equilibrium yt=(I-Ai-A.^~^b, are stable:
(A In general the answer is no (see Bear). However, if the original system satisfies the stability condition/(.4i)-)-/(.42)< 1. then the answer is yes. This idea develops as a straightforward corollary to (7):
Let {Ej} he any set of nXn matrices obeying l^if(E^ < 1, where (q\ /(•) is a matrix norm with the property/(/) = 1. Then anŷ ' distributed lag system jt=6-l-Sf=i^ijf-(, where the Ai are gotten by summing disjoint subsets of the Ej, is stable.
In practice, economic theory might give us a dynamic model with equilibrium :Vt=(^-Si£'y)"^6, where the £•/ satisfy Sy/(£'y)<l. Then, as far as stability is concerned, we need not worry about the timing of lags in putting the E, together into yt=b+S(^ij( -i; stability is assured. By combining the analysis of the last two sections, the following structural form version of (7) can be proven straightforwardly.
, where /(.) is any matrix norm such that/(/) = 1. The extension of result (9) to this structural form is also straightforward, with B and the Q (instead of the At) formed by summing disjoint subsets of the Ej.
IV. APPLICATIONS TO PERIODIC COEFFICIENT MODELS
Consider a system yt=bt+Atyt-u where the coefficient bt and At vary with time subject to bi=bt-r and At=At.r for all t, where r is a positive integer. The coefficients are said to be periodic; the period is r. For example, if t is measured in quarters and r=4, then bt and At may vary from quarter to quarter within a year, but a given quarter has the same coefficients every year.'This is a natural way to handle seasonal effects; it corresponds to the use of seasonal dummies in econometric studies. The equations of (12) are separate systems, one for each sub-period. If (i(A^)<l for all7, the systems will all have unique stable equilibria; but the equilibria may differ. For example, overall equilibrium in a quarterly model may mean that yt is the same for a given quarter every year, but different from quarter to quarter within a year. The following theorem suggests a simple norm test of the stability conditions ii(A^) < 1 for all / Let/i(.),..., fr(.), and /(.) be any matrix norms. A sufficient condition for existence, uniqueness, and stability of the sub-period equilibria of the model of (11)- (13) is (14) for which it is in turn sufficient that
The first condition follows from (2) applied to (12); and the second follows from the first via axiom (iii). The model for this last theorem allows only first order lags, which is very restrictive when the time interval is short enough to allow seasonal effects. Thus, consider the more general periodic model where bt=bt-, and This model restates as Let/i(.),..., /(.),/(.), and g(.) he matrix norms such that g(r)=l. A sufficient condition for the existence, uniqueness, and stability of the sub-period equilibria of the model of (15)- (17) is (18) for which it is in turn sufficient that for which it is in turn sufficient that For proof, note that the first two conditions follow immediately from the preceding theorem (14) applied to (16). It remains to show that the third condition-^which is the easiest to apply since it is stated in terms of the original matrices Atj of (15)-implies the second.
To show this, let f(At) in the second condition of (18) be defined by 
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